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Peter Buckland is building a new field studies centre at historic 
Cougar Annie’s Garden in Clayoquot Sound

mission
Ecotrust Canada’s mission is to support the emer-

gence of a conservation economy in the coastal

temperate rain forest region of British Columbia. 

A conservation economy sustains itself on “princi-

pled income” earned from activities that restore

rather than deplete natural capital. We envision a

region in which the economy results in social and

ecological improvement rather than degradation.

strategy
Our strategy is to act as a catalyst and broker to

create the institutions needed to envision, finance

and grow the conservation economy; to support

the conservation entrepreneurs that can give it

expression; and to conserve and restore the land-

scapes and marine ecosystems needed to provide

its benchmarks of health. We offer tools and

resources to people and organizations who

promote positive change at the intersection of

ecosystem conservation, economic opportunity and

community vitality.

Ecotrust Canada works with entrepreneurs, local

communities, First Nations, government, scien-

tists, industry, and fellow conservationists. We are

agents of change in the ongoing search for true

protection and sustainability of British Columbia’s

unmatched natural capital.

While not a membership organization, Ecotrust

Canada welcomes the support of all who would

like to share in our work. Contributions to Ecotrust

Canada are tax deductible. Credit card donations

may be made online at www.canadahelps.org. 

Revenue Canada Charitable Registration Number:

89474 9969 RR0001

Ecotrust Canada aims 
to empower communities to

become a catalyst for change,
not the victims of it.
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igh on a ridge overlooking Hesquiat Harbour,
the rainforest canopy frames a view of the

Pacific Ocean that has changed imperceptibly over
generations, and yet changes constantly. Draped in an
oyster light, the harbour seems undisturbed, but for a
tousle of surf off Matlahaw Point. Then a squall
builds suddenly, expends itself quickly on the ridge,
and the view resets itself.

Nature is a skilled tailor, its alterations mostly 
hidden. By comparison, human development has
tended to be more obtrusive and ungainly — but it
doesn’t have to be.

Across the harbour at Iusuk, Karen and Steve
Charleson are building a business — Hooksum Outdoor
School — which integrates the traditional knowledge
of the Hesquiaht people with the need of young
people to know more about culture, nature and self-
reliance.

Their neighbour, Peter Buckland, has devoted 
decades to the restoration of Cougar Annie’s Garden,
and has added his own flourishes — rails, cabins, and
the spectacular Central Hall — at the Temperate
Rainforest Field Study Centre, where Ecotrust Canada
convened in September 2003 to reflect on our efforts
to build a conservation economy.

We have prided ourselves over the years on being 
a catalyst. Leah George-Wilson, former chief of the
Tsleil-Waututh First Nation and an Ecotrust Canada
board member, believes that “Ecotrust Canada
succeeds because we build relationships.” 

Maintaining multiple relationships over a large
geography is not easy, and we have not always
succeeded as well as we’d like. But we know of no
other way to promote what another board member,
David Martin, refers to as “the next generation of
human conduct.”

IAN GILL

President

H The conservation economy embodies a new generation
of behaviour that is, simply, smarter. It is not smart to
destroy what you love, nor to degrade that which
gives you sustenance, in all its many forms. So how
can we be smarter as a society?

Ecotrust Canada is not alone in believing we need to
balance the three Es — economy, ecology, equity — and
that gaining one at the expense of the other is dull
pursuit. In practice, we are increasingly persuaded
that in our role as a catalyst, we need to encourage
the three Cs — capacity, capital, connectivity.

We have always sought to foster and build capacity 
in the coastal communities where we work, and we
remain deeply committed to growing the capital 
base not just of Ecotrust Canada, but of our many
community partners. We also seek to connect
conservation entrepreneurs to each other, and to make
market conections between rural producers and urban
consumers of sustainably harvested goods and
services from the rainforest. As one of our directors,
Jim Hume, reminds us, success is not just a function
of how many partners we have, but “what possibilities
we bring to them.”

In our 2003 annual report, we present three critical
steps we believe will expand the possibilities available
to coastal communities. We trust that by building
capacity and connecting conservation entrepreneurs
to capital and markets, prosperity will naturally
follow.

JACQUELINE KOERNER

Chair

a catalyst  for change
2003 annual report
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How can we tap natural capital —
timber, fish, wildlife, fresh water,
plants, minerals — to produce
economic wealth in a socially and
environmentally responsible manner
if we have little understanding of our
surrounding landscape? 

A rainforest, for instance, is more
than a stand of trees. It is a medicine
cabinet for First Nations, a home to
myriad animals, habitat for spawning
salmon, a breathtaking vista to be
cherished. The value of a rainforest
goes well beyond the market price of
wood fibre. But how do we map these
other values?

In 1995, Ecotrust Canada began its
work on the coast by collecting and
then mapping scientific data and 
the traditional knowledge of coastal
communities using Geographic
Information Systems (GIS)
technology. Since then, Ecotrust
Canada has held GIS training sessions
or helped set up mapping programs 
in more than 22 First Nations and
communities. Ecotrust Canada co-
founded the Aboriginal Mapping
Network (www.nativemaps.org) to
link mappers working in remote 
and rural communities.

1 In November 2003, 120 delegates
from all over the world met for the
Aboriginal Mapping Network’s third
conference in Duncan, B.C. It was 
one of the largest gatherings of
Aboriginal mappers in Canadian
history and illustrated the leading
role B.C. First Nations are playing 
in Indigenous people’s mapping
worldwide. It was also the
culmination of a year in which
Ecotrust Canada worked with partners
in the Lower Mainland, Vancouver
Island, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii
to produce more than 100 maps for
land-use plans, forestry management
and bioregional atlases.

“A map is a learning tool,” says Harry
Alfred, ‘Namg_is land-use planner in
Alert Bay. “It is easier for elders to
read a map than a 300-page report.
First Nations are visual people. We
never had a written language.”

With the support of Ecotrust Canada
Associate Dr. Doug Aberley, the
‘Namg_is began the production of a
bioregional atlas. Alfred expects it to
include hundreds of maps by the time
it is completed, plotting everything
from healthcare data and fire
hydrants to fisheries and forests in
their territory. “Maps help to tell 
our story,” says Alfred.

creating a conservation economy

step one

know 
the land

• land-use and 
occupancy studies

• mapping and GIS training 

• bioregional atlases

• research

Ivy Bell and Owen Jones of Haida
Mapping at work in Masset..
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“Mapping can not only help us prove 
our Aboriginal title, but it can show 
our youth and our children the 
traditional Haida place names in our
territory. It can help rebuild the 
language.”

– Ivy Bell, Haida mapper

mapping values in 2003
• GIS training and technical support were provided to the

Hupacasath First Nation in Port Alberni to produce a
land-use plan. 

• ‘Namg_is members in Alert Bay completed the first six
maps, focusing on eulachon fish or dzaxwan, for the
‘Namg_is First Nation Bioregional Atlas with the support
of Ecotrust Canada.

• The Tsleil-Waututh First Nation updated the Bioregional
Atlas with 36 maps for the Say Nuth Khaw Yum Heritage
Provincial Park with mapping support from Ecotrust
Canada.

Bella Bella high-school students study
Heiltsuk map.

Ecotrust Canada also worked with the
Council of Haida Nation to set up
Haida Mapping in 2003. The office,
with a staff of three, provides research
and mapping services for the Haida’s
inventory of culturally modified trees,
land value surveys, and identification
of critical wildlife habitat. “Mapping is
about protection,” says Ivy Bell, a
Haida mapper. “We are locating and
protecting monumental cedar trees
through our maps. There are hardly
any left on the island.”

Community mapping is one step in the
transition from the old liquidation
economy of resource extraction. Only
by knowing the value of the land and
sea will we be able to protect them,
and know where and how to harvest
their wealth without depleting the
natural capital of future generations.

• Forest inventory and associated maps
were produced for the Inlailawatash
Lands Forest Management Plan and
Forest Stewardship Council
certification assessment for the Tsleil-
Waututh First Nation.

• Maps were made for an application 
to the provincial government that
resulted in the awarding of a 400-
hectare woodlot tenure to the Tsleil-
Waututh First Nation. 

• Mapping and GIS training was
delivered to the Sencot’en Alliance 
on southern Vancouver Island, which
is working on the completion of a 
12-map bioregional atlas of their
territories.

• Haida Mapping was set up to service
the communities of Haida Gwaii and
the Council of Haida Nation. Two
Haida mappers received training and
mentorship from Ecotrust Canada and
worked to produce maps and data
products for four different Haida
Nation programs.
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The conservation economy is largely
unchartered territory, there being 
few  roadmaps to this new economic
frontier. As we’ve described, a critical
first step is to make your own maps.
The next logical step is to make your
own plans.

Not long after we started mapping
with First Nations in Clayoquot

Sound, Ecotrust Canada
produced a plan. It was
called Seeing the Ocean
Through the Trees: A

Conservation-based Development
Strategy for Clayoquot Sound. The
year was 1997. 

Ecotrust Canada continues to work
with communities to plan for change.
In 2003, we worked on seven
community plans for land-use,
resource management, and economic
development. Planning took us all
over the coast, from working with
the Tsimshian Nations to develop a
North Coast shellfish aquaculture
strategy to aiding the completion of
a land-use plan for the Heiltsuk
Nation in Bella Bella.

“We are basing our land-use plan on
our traditional values of looking after
the land and the people,” says Philip

Hogan, a Heiltsuk member who
worked on the Heiltsuk Land-Use
Plan with Ecotrust Canada. “Making
a living off the land is something
we’ve always done and we want to
continue to do that. It’s a way of life
and a culture. This plan is our vision
for our land.”

Communities are planning for
change. The Clayoquot Biosphere
Trust commissioned Ecotrust Canada
to complete the Clayoquot Green
Economic Opportunities Study, which
examined 13 economic sectors and
laid out a transition strategy in
accordance with the principles of 
the UNESCO Clayoquot Biosphere
Reserve. “It is our hope,” write the
study’s coauthors Brenda Kuecks and
Kelly Vodden, “that the findings will
help allay fears of a transition to a
sustainable economy; fears that
present barriers to change and to
harnessing the amazing opportunities
offered by the region’s natural,
economic, social and cultural wealth.”

Ecotrust Canada is not only in the
business of planning, but we also
plan businesses. We provide technical
expertise to help rural entrepreneurs
who want to turn an inspiration 
into an enterprise. In 2003, Ecotrust
Canada provided strategic advice and

pathfinder

creating a conservation economy

step two

be a 

• business plans

• feasibility studies 

• economic development

• land-use and resource 
management 
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“Through land use planning, 
we are trying to put together 
our vision for what happens in 
our territory.”

– Philip Hogan, Heiltsuk member

Tsimshian members seed oyster raft for shellfish
pilot farm on the North Coast.

services to establish both the Nuu-chah-
nulth Shellfish Development Corporation
and its subsidiary, AquaTrust, an
aquaculture research and education 
non-profit society. We also worked 
on a half dozen business plans and
feasibility studies.

Careful planning enables the emergence
of a diverse local economy without
jeopardizing the biodiversity of
surrounding ecosystems. It enables
people to embrace change, not fear it.

planning ahead in 2003
• Ecotrust Canada worked with a team of Heiltsuk

leaders, technicians, community members and
consultants to develop the Heiltsuk Land Use Plan, 
a distinctly Heiltsuk vision for land management in
their territory.

• Ecotrust Canada’s Tofino office prepared the Clayoquot
Green Economic Opportunities Study for the Clayoquot
Biosphere Trust.

• With Kingzett Professional Services Inc., Ecotrust
Canada completed the first phase of the Tsimshian
Shellfish Aquaculture Development Plan, which
included four months of community consultation, 
and one year of growing shellfish on pilot farms 
and feasibility research.

• Ecotourism plans were written for the Tsleil-Waututh
First Nation in Indian Arm and ‘Namg_is First Nation 
in Alert Bay.

• Ecotrust Canada foresters completed the Hunter Island
Forestry Business Plan for the Heiltsuk Nation.

• Ecotrust Canada provided services to establish both the
Nuu-chah-nulth Shellfish Development Corporation and
its subsidiary, AquaTrust, an aquaculture research and
education society.

• Feasibility studies were written for a shellfish
processing plant in Tofino and a family entertainment
centre in Port Alberni.

• A business and marketing plan was prepared for
Clayoquot Sound Wildfoods, a company owned by 
the central region Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations. 

• A Hupacasath Waterfront Development and Business
Plan was prepared and construction work was begun 
on this cultural tourism development in Port Alberni. 



creating a conservation economy

step three

invest in
values

• natural capital fund 

• conservation-based finance 

• small business loans
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Value nature. And not just for its
monetary value. Nature informs our
culture and provides the necessities of
life: clean air and fresh water. There
are social, ecological and economic
values to be gleaned from B.C.’s
rainforest coast. We need to invest 
in all these values. And we do.

Ecotrust Canada set up the Natural
Capital Fund in 1999 as a revolving
loan fund, offering non-bank, higher-
risk loans to small businesses that
incorporate ecological and/or social
values in their operations. We look 
at a company’s triple-bottom line,
assessing whether the business
promotes economic opportunity,
sustains ecological integrity and
fosters social equity in communities. 

Since 1999, the Fund has provided
$4.8 million in loans to 34 entre-
preneurs. These companies have
supported about 450 full-time, part-
time and seasonal jobs in rural and
Aboriginal communities. In 2003, 
we approved $1.4 million in loans 
to 13 businesses. 

“Ecotrust Canada stepped up to the
plate for us and we are grateful for
that,” says Brian Welchman, a
director of Keltic Seafoods in Port
Hardy, which received a $150,000
loan from the Natural Capital Fund in
2003. Local investors and employees

3
bought a fish plant when a large food
conglomerate decided to close the
facility. The loan allowed the plant 
to upgrade its equipment, providing
some 140 seasonal jobs in a town
reeling from economic downturns 
and depopulation.

The Natural Capital Fund helps to put
plans to work. While Ecotrust Canada
foresters plan sustainable forestry
with communities, for instance, our
lenders invest in businesses that 
have been certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council, the only
international ecoforestry standard
that integrates ecological protection
and social justice, especially for
Indigenous peoples. We provided the
Canadian Eco-Lumber Co-op with a
$75,000 loan to open a new
showroom and warehouse in June
2003. The Natural Capital Fund also
loaned money to the Harrop-Procter
Community Forest and Woodland
Flooring, both FSC-certified.

This year the Natural Capital Fund
grew by $520,000 to $3.3 million.
The Maytree Foundation and another
donor each provided $250,000 to 
the Fund. Ethical Investors Group, a
Montreal-based socially responsible
investment club, also placed $20,000
with the Fund. “We are excited and

Tofino Harbour: Ecotrust Canada had six loans in Clayoquot Sound in 2003.
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proud to be a part of the ground-
breaking work done by Ecotrust
Canada,” says Brenda Plant, co-chair
of Ethical Investors Group. “It feels
empowering all around.”

In British Columbia’s past, money
grew on trees; we chopped them
down and exported the wood fibre 
for quick profits and limited value.
That’s a business model that failed
communities and the environment.
The Natural Capital Fund finances 
a new approach to business. In the
conservation economy, green is 
more than the colour of money. 
Good business is good for the
environment, too.

FSC-certified lumber at the Canadian Eco-Lumber
Co-op, a loan client in Richmond.

“It was more than a loan. 
I wanted to establish a
working relationship with
Ecotrust Canada because
of their philosophy of 
sustainability.”

– Roly Arnet, general manager, 
Lagoon Island Mariculture 
and loan client 

new loans in 2003 
• Pacific Sun Kelp, start-up capital for kelp farming

business in Ucluelet.

• International Aeroproducts, working capital for aerospace
company in Courtenay.

• Pacific Safaris, working capital for ecotourism fishing
lodge in Nootka Sound.

• Quinsam Reman, working capital for secondary
manufacturer of wood products in Campbell River.

• Woodland Flooring, working capital for FSC-certified
manufacturer of wood flooring in Comox.

• Canadian Eco-Lumber Co-op, start-up capital for a
showroom and warehouse for FSC-certified products 
co-op in Richmond.

• Harrop-Procter Community Forest, working
capital for FSC-certified community forest in 
the B.C. Interior.

• Bella Bella Community Development Society,
capital for a First Nation agency that delivered
small-business loans to three fishermen and a
local deli in Bella Bella.

• Keltic Seafoods, capital for equipment upgrade
for a fish plant owned by employees and local
investors in Port Hardy.
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we’re changing too
t was a year of big changes at Ecotrust Canada. 
In our tenth year of operations, we hired 11 new

staff, replacing some departing staff and filling new
positions. We brought on a director of development
and a development grants officer to grow and
diversify our funding base, a communications
manager to get the word out, and a credit manager 
to help build and manage the Natural Capital Fund’s
loan portfolio. Along the way we also maintained 
our rank among Canada’s Top 100 Employers.

It is an unfortunate axiom in the non-profit world
that organizations grow and their impact often does
not. We want to ensure that this doesn’t happen to us,
and to acknowledge the demands of our supporters to
be more mindful of how we measure our impact. So
in 2003, we completed a performance report based 
on social audit methodology. We surveyed our
community partners, clients, staff and funders to
create targets to improve our performance. 

What did we learn? Overall, responses were positive,
particularly around common values and respect in 
our relationships. “Shared values [are] the reason
we’re so comfortable with Ecotrust Canada,” one
community partner told us. Based on the results of
our performance report, we have set targets to be
more effective at communicating, inspiring action 
and operating in a sustainable manner. The full
performance report is available online at
www.ecotrustcan.org.

Another change we undertook in 2003 was to analyse
the effectiveness of how we are organized. From the
outset, our work has focused on communities. Our
place-based programs are where we derive strength
and knowledge, and where we hope to add real value
as an organization. But many of our community
partners face challenges that cannot always be met 

I
operations  •  development  •  communications  •  social audit

at the local level. Thus, for the first time, we
established regional programs, concentrating on the
marine and forest sectors, to disseminate greater
learning about these issues and to be able to
participate more directly in policy debates that affect
coastal communities.

We also believe it is time to take a step back and
reconsider the structure and operations of Ecotrust
Canada itself. Our board of directors and staff 
have begun an evaluation to reposition and
reinvigorate the organization. We are determined 
to aggressively grow our impact. To do that doesn’t
necessarily require us to be bigger, but it will require
us to be smarter. 

We think the challenges that confront the emergence
of the conservation economy are the same ones that
we confront as an organization. We look forward to
sharing with all our partners the ways in which we
believe Ecotrust Canada can build its own capacity, 
its access to capital and, most importantly, continue
to be an incubator for innovation and creativity 
along B.C.’s rainforest coast.

Left to right: Donovan Woollard, Brenda Kuecks, Nina Winham and
Patrick Olenick (pointing) discuss ideas during staff planning
retreat at Boat Basin in Clayoquot Sound.
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financial statements
auditor’s report

To: The Directors of Ecotrust Canada

The accompanying summarized consolidated
statement of financial position and summarized
consolidated statement of operations are derived from
the complete consolidated financial statements of
Ecotrust Canada as at December 31, 2003 and for 
the year then ended. In our auditor’s report on the
consolidated financial statements dated February 11,
2004, we expressed an unqualified opinion as the
statements presented fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of Ecotrust Canada as at
December 31, 2003 and the results of its operations
for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian
generally accepted accounting principles.

The fair summarization of the complete financial
statements is the responsibility of management. Our
responsibility, in accordance with the applicable
Assurance Guideline of the Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants, is to report on the summarized
financial statements.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements
fairly represent, in all material respects, the related
complete financial statements in accordance with the
criteria described in the Guideline referred to above.

These summarized financial statements do not contain
all the disclosures required by Canadian generally
accepted accounting principles. Readers are cautioned
that these statements may not be appropriate for their
purposes. For more information on the entity’s
financial position and results of operations, reference
should be made to the related complete consolidated
financial statements.

Port Coquitlam, B.C.
February 11, 2004
Chartered Accountant

report of the director of finance

As per the Summarized Consolidated Statement of
Activities and Surplus, we ended the year with an
accumulated surplus of $3,858,247 (an increase of
$541,000 over 2002). Of this balance, $2,743,286 reflects
the capital available for conservation lending, $1,890 is
restricted funds related to the transfer of ownership of
Koeye Lodge to the QQS (Eyes) Project Society and
$240,000 is restricted as an operating reserve. The
remaining $873,071 is funds related to general operations
of which $315,045 is program restricted funding and
$558,026 is general operating funds. 

The unrestricted surplus of $558,026 in the General
Fund was used to purchase capital assets of $535,801 
in 2003. Net of these capital purchases, the general
operating surplus would be $22,225 ($17,366 in 2002).
We are pleased to report that we continue to keep our
fundraising and administrative costs low, just 11% of
our total expenditures.

On March 10, 2003 Ecotrust Canada transferred its one
share of the wholly owned subsidiary Hailhtsistudas
Holdings Inc., which holds ownership of the Koeye
Lodge, to the QQS (Eyes) Project Society, a registered
charity. An outstanding loan of $950,761 owed by
Hailhtsistudas Holdings Inc. to Ecotrust Canada,
representing the cost of purchase and operations of 
the Koeye Lodge, was also donated to the QQS (Eyes)
Project Society.

Our summarized consolidated financial statements are
included in the Annual Report. Anyone wishing to
receive a copy of the full audited consolidated financial
statements may do so by visiting Ecotrust Canada’s
website at www.ecotrustcan.org or by contacting us at
604-682-4141.

April 30, 2004 

Yvette Harrison, CGA
Director of Finance
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ecotrust canada
summarized consolidated statement of financial position

As at December 31, 2003 See Auditor’s Report

assets
current

Cash $ -    $ 795,568 $ 795,568 $ 845,714 
Short term investments 328,334 2,494,643 2,822,977 3,133,988 
Receivables and prepaid expenses 740,793 -    740,793 96,088 
Loan receivable from affiliated 
organization -    -    -    554,225 
Current portion of loans receivable* -    292,864 292,864 309,917 

1,069,127 3,583,075 4,652,202 4,939,932 

Loans receivable* -    580,163 580,163 556,808 
Long-term investment 185,533 -    185,533 -    
Property and equipment 47,981 574,063 622,044 1,039,480 

$1,302,641 $ 4,737,301 $6,039,942 $ 6,536,220 

liabilities and surplus
current

Accounts payable $ 227,857 $ -    $ 227,857 $ 185,075 
Temporarily held grants -    39,750 39,750 365,524 
Deferred revenue 343,892 653,677 997,569 1,608,519 
Deferred restricted program revenue -    223,653 223,653 309,855 

571,749 917,080 1,488,829 2,468,973 

Loans payable 172,866 520,000 692,866 750,000 

744,615 1 ,437,080 2,181,695 3,218,973 

Commitments 
Contingent liabilities 
Surplus

Natural Capital Fund -    2,743,286 2,743,286 1,802,441 
Enterprise Fund -    1,890 1,890 897,127 
General Fund 558,026 315,045 873,071 377,679 
Operating Reserve -      240,000 240,000 240,000 

558,026 3,300,221 3,858,247 3,317,247 

$1,302,641 $ 4,737,301 $6,039,942 $ 6,536,220 

* Total loans receivable as at December 31, 2003 were $1,242,879 (2002 $1,086,577) less allowance for credit losses of $369,852 
(2002 $219,852) equals net loans receivable of $873,027.

2003 2002

Temporarily
I Unrestricted I I restricted I I Total I
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ecotrust canada
summarized consolidated statement of activities and surplus

For the year ended December 31, 2003 See Auditor’s Report

revenues, gains, and other support

Organization grants $ 31,046 $ -      $ 31,046 $ 31,350
Individual contributions 23,660 5,000 28,660 33,116
Foundation contributions 1,794,469 2,526,772 4,321,241 2,707,066
Other contributions -    41,679 41,679 55,999
Training, cost recovery & other 431,784 -    431,784 406,503
Loan fees and interest 154,258 7 154,265 123,759 

2,435,217 2,573,458 5,008,675 3,357,793 

satisfaction of program restrictions 1,602,509 (1,602,509) -    -   

4,037,726 970,949 5,008,675 3,357,793 

expenditures
Program

Central Coast 483,512 -    483,512 263,867 
Haida Gwaii / North Coast 252,010 -    252,010 104,757 
Alberni-Clayoquot 548,423 -   548,423 406,876 
Central Vancouver Island 146,585 -    146,585 176,900 
North Vancouver Island 64,232 -    64,232 -
Georgia Basin 139,378 -    139,378 146,711
Bioregional 112,227 -  112,227 16,372
Planning and Information Services 244,480 -  244,480 279,148
Economic Development 322,491 -    322,491 345,745
Policy -    -    -    6,999
General Programs 827,509 -    827,509 491,403

Administration 169,226 -    169,226 178,789
Fundraising 216,668 -   216,668 202,542 
Natural Capital Fund -   64,150 64,150 (58,500)
Enterprise Fund -    876,784 876,784 65,299

3,526,741 940,934 4,467,675 2,626,908 

surplus of revenues over expenditures 510,985 30,015 541,000 730,885

transfer to operating reserve -    -    -    (240,000)

transfer from enterprise fund 29,675    (29,675)    -    -

operating reserve, beginning of year -    240,000 240,000 

surplus, beginning of year 17,366 3,059,881 3,077,247 2,586,362

surplus, end of year $ 558,026 $ 3,300,221 $3,858,247 $3,077,247 

Unrestricted surplus above was used to purchase assets.

2003 2002

Temporarily
I Unrestricted I I restricted I I Total I



Ecotrust Canada staff paddle traditional First
Nation canoes during 2003 spring retreat.
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Gerald Amos,
Associate - Aboriginal Rights and Title

Chris Ashurst, Community Mapping Coordinator

David Bremner, Development Grants Officer

Christine Callihoo, 
Central Coast Community and Program Planner

David Carruthers,
Associate

Steven DeRoy, GIS Mapping Analyst 
and Aboriginal Mapping Network Coordinator

George Dockray, Pilot (Whistler Air)

Kira Gerwing, Community Planner

Ian Gill, President

Bill Girard, Investment Manager

Heather Hall,
Program and Operations Assistant

Yvette Harrison, Director of Finance

Doug Hopwood, Forestry Consultant

Dionne Kilian, Credit Manager

Brenda Kuecks, Program Coordinator, Clayoquot Sound

James Lucas, Forestry Consultant

Jill Morton, Database & Operations Assistant

Caroline Murdawa, Program & Operations Assistant

Patrick Olenick, Director of Development

Staff members Dionne Kilian (left)
and Karen Peachey (right) work on

strategic planning at Boat Basin.

Rachel Olson, 
Aboriginal Mapping Network Conference Coordinator

Karen Peachey, 
Community and Economic Development Planner

Ian Scott, Georgia Basin Coordinator

Marie-Claire Seebohm, Acting Director of Operations

Eric Enno Tamm, Communications Manager

Cheryl Tan, Financial Manager

Pieter van Gils, Director of Economic Development

Niki Westman, Program & Financial Assistant

Carolyn Whittaker,
Director of Information and Planning Services

Darren Willis,
Alberni-Clayoquot Economic Development Manager

Nina Winham, Vice President

Donovan Woollard,
Program Coordinator, Forestry and North Island

staff and associates in 2003
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James Hume, Calgary, AB

Jacqueline Koerner (Chair), Vancouver, BC

Maureen Lunn, Vancouver, BC

David Martin, Vancouver, BC

Scott McIntyre, Vancouver, BC

Dennis Perry, Vancouver, BC
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Wood Reduced (Lbs) 3.62
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Landfill Reduced (Lbs) 3078.59
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Energy Btu (000) 633.29
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Ecotrust Canada staff pose for portrait on Grouse Mountain.
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ecotrust canada offices

Vancouver Office
Suite 200, 1238 Homer Street,
Vancouver BC  V6B 2Y5
Telephone: 604-682-4141
Facsimile: 604-682-1944

Comox Valley Office
491B 4th Street,
Courtenay, BC  V9N 1G9
Telephone: 250-898-8770
Facsimile: 250-898-8330

Alberni-Clayoquot Office
PO Box 491
381 Main Street,
Tofino, BC  V0R 2Z0
Telephone: 250-725-2536
Facsimile: 250-725-2537

info@ecotrustcan.org

www.ecotrust.org

capacity ❘ capital ❘ connectivity


